Early postoperative growth in non-functioning pituitary adenomas; A tool to tailor safe follow-up.
Non-functioning pituitary adenomas are common, and the treatment and follow-up of these patients represent a multidisciplinary challenge. First line treatment is transphenoidal surgery, with debulking or total removal of tumour. A substantial portion of the tumours relapse after surgery, and there is no consensus of how to follow these patients postoperatively. Our aim was to characterize the postoperative growth of non-functioning pituitary adenomas and correlate it to clinical and paraclinical data. We retrospectively registered 52 patients operated for non-functioning pituitary adenomas, with four or more consecutive MR-investigations not interrupted by secondary treatment. Adenoma volumes were estimated by the Cavalieri principle with summation of manually drawn areas multiplied by slice interval. Growth curves were modelled and tumour volume doubling time was calculated for 39 tumours with regrowth after surgery. A total of 13 tumours showed exponential growth, 10 linear growth and 16 logistic growth after surgery. The remaining 13 did not show regrowth of tumour. Seven of the exponential growing tumours underwent secondary surgery, compared to one and two of linear and logistic growing tumours (p = 0.03), respectively. Initial tumour volume doubling time was significantly lower in logistic growing tumours than in exponential growing tumours (p < 0.01). Men had tumours with lower tumour volume doubling time than women (p = 0.03). None of the tumours demonstrated signs of accelerated growth. Residual tumours following surgery frequently grow. The logistic growing tumours had the fastest initial growth in our cohort. We found no indication of accelerated growth, whereby the tumour volume doubling time might be used to predict a "worst-case" scenario when planning follow-up of these patients.